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?4r. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: 

I am pleased to be here to discuss various aspects of SSA's 

operations that must be improved so 

high-quality service to the public. 

reports on these issues, and I have 

summaries of them to my statement. 

SSA can continue to provide 

We have published several 

attached the executive 

I would like to highlight a few key points from our overall 

management review of SSA because they express the essence of 

what we think are SSA's fundamental problems. To most of the 37 

million people who receive benefits, SSA seems to run well, and 

our recent reEjorts on service generally support that 

perception. But SSA has serious management problems that are 

not clearly visible to the public, have contributed to crisis 

situations in the past, and could interfere with its ability to 

effectively deliver services in the future. To fix them, SSA 

needs 

--strong and stable leadership, 

--better computer modernization management, 

--better controls over the quality and efficiency of the 
services it provides to the public, and 

--better work-force management. 
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STRENGTHEN AND STABILIZE LEADERSHIP 

Various circumstances and conditions have combined to 

weaken SSA's leadership. But none is more significant in our 

mind than the conditions of the last decade, during which SSA 

has had seven commissioners or acting commissioners with an 

average tenure of only 17 months. Commissioners were in an 

acting status for almost half of that time. These short 

tenures, and commissioners' differing priorities and management 

approaches, resulted in frequent changes of direction, 

diminished accountability, and little long-term operational 

planning. 

Consequently, SSA has not had the strong, stable senior 

leadership needed to correct significant long-standing 
* 

management and service delivery problems. These problems 

include slow progress in improving and modernizing SSA's 

computer system and solving significant financial management and 

other long-standing problems that directly affect the quality, 

timeliness, and cost of SSA's service to the public. 

Specific service delivery problems include (1) incorrect 

payments to certain beneficiaries due to weaknesses in SSA's 

annual wage reporting process, (2) unclear and inaccurate 

notices sent to beneficiaries concerning their benefits or 

eligibility, and (3) slow processing of address changes, which 

results in nonreceipt or late receipt of checks. Other problems 

include frequent reliance on slow, costly, and error-prone 
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nanual processing to implement legislative program changes, 

confusing and difficult-to-use operating instructions for 

employees, and inadequate and inefficiently produced management 

information, which makes it difficult to know where improvements 

in operational efficiency are most needed. 

One of the most damaging results of SSA's leadership 

condition over the last 10 years has been the lack of 

agency-wide planning. Short-term and acting commissioners have 

either overlooked or been reluctant to develop a formal planning 

process for the agency. As a result, they have not provided a 

clear and consistent sense of direction, and have not adequately 

prepared for the future. 

What is ,the result? Misconceptions and inconsistencies in 

component planning for program operations, computer 

modernization, and staff reductions. Each component made its 

own assumptions regarding SSA's operational goals and 

objectives, how it would do business in the future, and its 

resource needs. The commissioner must take a leadership role in 

reaching consensus with the Congress on important issues 

regarding how SSA should operate in the future to best serve the 

needs of clients and improve efficiency. 

To provide stronger and more stable leadership, we 

recommend that the Congress legislate an 8-year fixed term for 

the commissioner of social security. 



BETTER MANAGE COMPUTER MODERNIZATION 

The quality, timeliness, and cost of SSA's service to the 

public depend on its computer systems. Although SSA has 

already spent over $400 million on its current modernization 

effort, the lack of the strong, consistent, and technically 

qualified leadership needed to accomplish computer modernization 

effectively has created serious problems. While an acceptable 

modernization plan was developed in 1982, SSA has not followed 

it. As a result, although progress has been made in modernizing 

computer hardware, there has been limited progress in a critical 

area--improving software-- and this has impeded higher quality 

and more efficient service delivery. The program is so far 

behind schedule that we do not believe that some qf the staff 

savings SSA estimated by 1990 as a result of computer 
. 

modernization will be realized. 

Morever, without the benefit of an agency-wide, long-range 

operational plan that details how SSA wants to deliver services 

in, say, the year 2000, we question how computer modernization 

can take place effectively. Such an operational plan would 

better assure that ADP systems will be designed to support the 

agency's long-range operational goals, rather than the other way 

around. 

Several actions are needed to improve SSA's modernization 

effort. These include (1) designating a qualified manager to be 
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accountable for this effort, (2) conforming the ADP 

modernization plan to an agency-wide operational plan, and (3) 

scoping down the modernization effort by focusing attention on a 

smaller, more managable number of projects that address the most 

critical system deficiencies. SSA needs to convince the 

Congress and its own employees that it can effectively manage 

the improvement of ADP operations. By directing its energy to 

achieving success on a more limited scale initially, SSA may be 

more capable of effectively completing a comprehensive 

modernization in the long run. 

IMPROVE OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE 

SSA's service generally receives high marks from its 

clients, its traditional service indicators remain stable, and 

SSA employees and managers clearly are very committed to 

providing high-quality service. However, improvements are 

needed in some areas, including: accessibility to SSA by 

telephone; the timeliness of post-entitlement changes, such as 

address changes; the accuracy of earnings records; client 

waiting times; the accuracy of benefit payments; and the 

adequacy of assistance to medicare beneficiaries. 

Responses to our November 1986 nationwide survey on SSA 

service indicated that, while clients generally perceived 

overall service as good or better than they did 2 years ago, 

about one in three reported waiting 30 minutes or more for 
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service in field offices and about half reported not getting 

through to SSA on their first telephone call. Also, because of 

problems in processing address changes, only 1 in 10 

beneficiaries receive their next check at the correct address. 

In addition, problems in recording earnings continue to 

contribute to incorrect payments to beneficiaries. And, of all 

the aspects of service, paying the correct benefit amount on 

time is probably the most important. 

The 5.2-percent staff reduction in SSA covering fiscal 

/ years 1985 and 1986 does not appear to have diminished SSA's 

overall ability to deliver the same quality of service that it 

did before. -But, we are not sanguine about the future. SSA 

must do more than monitor its national and regional service 

level indicators to assess service adequacy. Improved 
. 

efficiency in some offices could offset reduced performance in 

other offices experiencing reductions and present a stable 

picture of overall performance. SSA needs to closely watch 

those individual components and offices experiencing reductions 

for early warning indicators, such as workload backlogs or 

imbalances, increased processing times and error rates, and 

longer waiting times. 

SSA's previous reluctance to set overall service delivery 

and efficiency goals makes it difficult to determine how many 

staff are needed in each component and office to ensure that 

service will be above the acceptable level. Nevertheless, 

because we find that opportunities still exist for improved 
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efficiency, we believe additional staff reductions can be 

realized. Indeed, two-thirds of SSA's top executives believe 

SSA could undergo staff reductions without adversely affecting 

public service if such conditions as adequate planning and 

additional computer system improvements exist. However, 

attaining the additional 8,854 reductions projected for fiscal 

years 1988 through 1990 without impairing service is likely to 

become more difficult as SSA cuts deeper and if its underlying 

assumptions change. For example, because of delays, some staff 

reductions anticipated due to computer modernization will not be 

realized by 1990. To better ensure that future reductions can' 

be made without adversely affecting service, SSA must develop 

better guidelines for determining the number and type of staff 

needed at each location to provide at,least an acceptable level 

of service. 

IMPROVE WORK-FORCE MANAGEMENT 

Many of SSA's employees are anxious about the future as 

the agency makes major ADP systems improvements, shifts 

workloads among organizational components, and implements staff 

reductions. While some anxiety is inevitable during periods of 

change and management has assured the staff that no RIFs will 

occur, employees and managers who responded to our March and 

June 1986 nationwide questionnaires reported significant 

concerns. More than half of the employees felt that morale was 

low and that management did not demonstrate much concern for 

them. 
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Further, about one-third of mid-level managers said that morale 

in their units was low and that management did not give much 

consideration to human factors during change. 

We also found that SSA's management development efforts for 

SES and mid-level managers are inadequate. SSA faces a 

potential leadership crisis if large numbers of eligible senior 

and mid-level managers elect to retire soon and suitable 

replacements are not developed. Forty-one percent of SSA's SES 

corps, 55 percent of its grade 15 managers, and 40 percent of 

its grade 14 managers will be eligible to retire over the next 5 

years. Unless SSA takes a more aggressive approach toward 

demonstrating concern for its employees and developing new 

managers, morale, dedication, and leadership could deteriorate 

to the point where productivity and quality of work would 

suffer. 

A well-run Social Security Administration is crucial for 

our country. Commissioner Hardy has been responsive to many of 

our recommendations. But, how many of her initiatives will be 

sustained once she leaves? GAO is committed to following up on 

our recommendations and reporting to the Congress on what is 

happening at SSA. However, unless the commissioner has 

sufficient time to lead and direct the changes needed at SSA, we 

doubt whether positive action can be sustained. The key to 
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successfully solving the long-standing and difficult problems 

facing SSA is to have excellent, stable leadership. That is why 

none of the 50 plus specific recommendations in our March 1987 

management report is more important than the one calling for a 

fixed 8-year term for the commissioner. 

That concludes my prepared statement. We would be pleased 

to respond to questions. 
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ATTACHMENT I 

SUmmary 

Purpose 
4 

The Social Security Administration (S&L) touches the lives of almost all 
people living in the U.S. and accounts for about one quarter of the fed- 
eral budget. While aspects of social security policy, such as eligibility or 
benefit levels, have always received public and congressional attention, 
less attention has been given to ssr\‘s management. GAO reviewed ssx’s 
management to determine how s&+ could improve program operations 
and better prepare for the future. 

Background In fiscal year 1986, SSA employed about 78,000 people and spent $3.9 - 
billion to administer programs that paid $200 billion in benefits to about 
37 million people. Its two largest programs, which provide retirement, 
survivors, and disability income, are funded through two trust funds. 
Other programs are funded from general revenue. 

Results in Brief 

. 

. 

To most of the people who receive social security benefits, ssx seems to 
run well. They often receive courteous service, and E& says most pay- 
ments are timely and accurate. But, %A has serious management prob- 
lems that are not clearly visible to the public, have contributed to crisis 
situations in the past, and could interfere with SSA’S ability to effectively 
accomplish its mission in the future. To fii these weaknesses and meet 
future challenges, SSA needs: 

Both strong and stable leadership, a condition that has not existed for 
the past decade. The Congress and administrations have not dealt effec- 
tively with this situation. 
Better management of its effort to modernize SSA computer systems so 
that progress in critical areas, including software development, is 
improved. 
Better planning to prepare for a future in which its operational and b 
human resource needs are likely to change. 
More focus on financial management to alleviate problems caused by 
unclear and confusing responsibilities. 
Better controls over service delivery to identify inefficient and ineffec- 
tive operations. * 
Better work force management to improve the work climate. 

The new commissioner, Dorcas Hardy, has begun to address SSA’S prob- 
lems. But congressional actions, such as establishing a fiied term for the 
commissioner, are essential if actions to improve management are to be 
sustained. 

Page 2 GAO/IilUh8739 SSA Management Review 



Executive Summary 

Principal ‘Findings’ 

Strengthen and Stabilize 
‘Leadership 

Over the last decade, SSA has had seven commissioners or acting commis- 
sioners with an average tenure of 17 months; it was managed by acting 
commissioners for almost half the time. These short tenures, along with 
commissioners’ differing priorities and management approaches, 
resulted in frequent changes of direction, diminished accountability, and 
little long-term operational planning. (See p. 40.) 

SSA’S functional organizational structure has not helped fill the vacuum 
created by instability in top leadership. It diffused accountability for 
programs and functions across the agency with little provision for inte- 
grating or controlling component activities. Consequently,. SSA has been 
unable to correct significant long-standing problems in management and 
service delivery, provide a clear and consistent sense of direction to its 
components, adequately control its daily operations and its computer 
system modernization efforts, or focus on personnel management. (See 

Better Manage Computer 
; Modernization 

.%x’s slow progress in dealing with its most urgent and critical 
problem-difficulties in modernizing its computer system-is largely 
attributable to instability of leadership and the accompanying changes 
in direction since 1975. The most recent modernization effort, begun in 
1982, has substantially improved computer hardware. But SA has made 
only limited progress in one of its most important problem areas- soft- 
ware. As a result, much of its work and management information must 
be processed manually, which is slower, more expensive, and more 
error-prone than automated processing. Other factors contributing to h 
slow progress include insufficient technical leadership and skilled per- 
sonnel, an inadequate decision-making process, incomplete and unen- 
forced software standards, and inadequate project tracking and 
integration. (See p. 134.) 

Provide Clearer Direction SSA plans to spend over $600 million to modernize its computer system 
and must implement a major staff reduction. However, it lacks (1) a 
clear sense of how it wants to deliver services and checks in the year 
2000, when only about 20 percent of the people receiving benefits now 
will still be beneficiaries, and (2) adequate assurance that its modern- 
ized system will meet future service delivery needs. The absence of a 
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Executive Summary 
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long-term operational plan has been a primary cause of this situation. 
Ninety-two percent of SSA’S senior executives believe such a plan is 
needed and/or desirable. Efforts to develop such a plan have been initi- 
ated on several occasions, but have been abandoned as commissioners 
changed. (See p. 100.) 

Planning for future resource needs is critical to SSA. Over the pext 5 
years, 41 percent of ss~‘s senior executives, 47 percent of its grade 15 
and 40 percent of its grade 14 managers will be eligible to retire at their 
option. Despite this, SSA does not have a plan nor has it systematically 
acted to identify and develop future leaders and managers. (See p. 206.) 

Improve Financial 
Management 

Because of inadequate controls, SSA cannot assure workers that their 
wage records are accurate, and it makes substantial overpayments 
annually. For example, SSG estimated that it made about $2 billion in 
overpayments in 1984, and it expects a net retiovery of .about $870 mil- 
lion (44 .percent). Although, SSA is aware of problems in its key financial 
management systems, it has been unable to fix them rapidly due to frag- 
mented responsibility and lack of financial management leadership. For 
example, SW’S four deputy commissioners each had some responsibility 
for its major debt management system, 30 organizational units were 
involved, and no one other than the commissioner could integrate com- 
ponent activities. (See p. 74.) 

Enhance Controls Over 
Operations 

S&I’s limited emphasis on efficiency has allowed wide variations in effi- 
ciency among similar units to persist. Previous commissioners have com- 
mitted to correcting these problems, but left before accomplishing their 
goal. (See p. 168.) b 

Also, Z&I has neither, established nor used measurable, national bench- 
marks for service quality or timeliness for certain post-entitlement 
workloads. As a result, several service delivery problems went unidenti- 
fied or uncorrected for long periods. These problems included unrespon- 
sive service to Medicare beneficiaries, untimely changes of beneficiary 
addresses, and unclear or incorrect notices that confused the public 
about benefit changes. (See p. 184.) 

Better Work-Force 
Management 

At least,two-thirds of s&~‘s employees report satisfaction with many 
aspects of their immediate work climate. Many employees, however, are 
uncertain about their future and report dissatisfaction in several areas, 
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Executive Summary 
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. . including excessive emphasis on certain production goals and a percep 
tion that management is not concerned about their development or well- 
being during periods of change. (See p. 200.) 

Commissioner’s 
Actions 

GAO briefed Commissioner Hardy on June 26,1986-the day she took 
office-regarding W’S management problems and possible solutions. 
She committed to moving quickly and has begun to implement a number 
of management improvements. Specifically, she established a central 
planning staff, w-wide objectives, and a tracking system to monitor 
progress and hold managers accobntable. Further, she-has made leader- 
ship changes for SSA’S computer modernization effort and taken steps. to 
improve financial management and service delivery. . 

‘Recommendations Among GAO’S key recommendations is that the Congress establish a fixed 
8-year term for the commissioner. This term should give a commissioner 
adequate time to develop and begin carrying out a ldng-range opera- 

’ tional plan, as well as to deal with issues requiring sustained efforts, 
such as computer modernization and how to best organize to provide 
high-quality service to the public. 

GAO is making other recommendations to the Congress and the commis- 
sioner to improve management direction and control over agency activi- 
ties and to enhance personnel management. 

The commissioner generally agreed with the report’s findings and rec- 
ommendations. Other former SSA and HHS officials commenting on the 
report also generally agreed with the findings. However, differences of 
opinion exist on how to improve stability in agency leadership and b 
improve its organization. (See pp. 52 to 53 and 69 to 72.) 
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ATTACHMENT II 

Purpose In January 1985, the administration announced its intention to reduce 
Social Security Administration (.%A) staff by 17,000, or 21, percent, 
through fiscal year 1990. Because such cuts could adversely affect SSA 
service, the House Appropriations Committee asked %A to report quar- 
terly on its service levels. 

In the summer of 1986-because, of concerns expressed about the objec- 
tivity of s&4’s self-evaluation- the Senate and House Appropriations 
Committees asked GAO to report on SSA service. This is the first of three 
reports to be prepared for the Committees in 1987. 

This report examines: (1) the quality of %A service, (2) the effect of 
staff reductions on service, and (3) the nature and extent of past and 
planned staff reductions. 

Background The terms “service” and “quality” are broad and mean different thmgs 
to different people. For this reason, GAO examined w quality of service 
from a number of different perspectives. 

First, GAO examined the data %A regularly accumulates to measure per- 
formance. These data show how accurately SSA pays and processes 
claims; how long it takes to process initial claims and appeals of SSA 
decisions; the amount of work waiting to be processed; and how long 
clients wait in EGA field offices before being served. 

TAO also surveyed ss~ clients, managers, and employees. SSA clients were 
asked their opinions on the quality of ss~ service. .%A employees and 
mid-level managers were questioned about the quality of SSA service and 
the effect of staff reductions. 1, 

To determine whether there was any indication that staff reductions 
have had a significant adverse effect on service quality, GAO also visited 
15 s@ district and branch offices that experienced an average 25 
percent reduction in staff over the last 3 years. At these offices, GAO 
obtained employees’ perspectives and reviewed data on processing times 
and workloads. 

To identify the extent of actual staff reductions, GAO determined where 
the reductions took place and the types of positions affected. GAO also 
examined SSA plans for carrying out staff reductions for fiscal year 
1987. 

GAO/ERD-8746 SSA Service 
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Results in Brief * ’ . SSA’S traditional performance measures through December 1986 gener- 
ally show stable performance since fiscal year 1984-the year before 
the start of the staff reduction program. Similarly, about 80 percent of 
SSA clients GAO surveyed said that overall the quality of SSA service was 
good. 

Most SSA employees and ESA managers said service or performance was 
good, but most in both groups said staff reductions have had an adverse 
effect on operations. In the 15 offices GAO visited, the data analyzed gen- 
erally indicated service levels comparable to the levels provided by all 
SSA offices nationally, with one exception-a significant increase in 
mean processing time for claims for Supplemental Security Income for 
the blind and disabled. The increase however does not appear to be 
related to field office staff reductions. 

. 

Concerning staff reductions, in fiscal year 1987-because of reductions 
in its budget-m is planning to reduce work-year use significantly 
below the levels suggested by theCongress. Overall, the 6 year staff 
reduction program is on schedule. I 

~Principal Findings 

iTraditional Performance 
IIndicators Generally Show 

Accuracy rates have generally remained stable since fiscal year 1984, 
according to %A data. Payment accuracy for the Retirement and Survi- 

IStability vors Insurance program, for example, was 99.5 percent of the total dol- 
lars paid in fiscal years 1984 and 1985 and increased to 99.6 percent in 
fiscal year 1986. 

b 
Processing time for initial claims and appeals have generally improved, 
except for disability-related claims. Times for disability claims have 
increased because of the additional time required by state disability 
agencies to implement 1984 legislative changes for mental impairment 
cases. 

With few exceptions, nationally the backlogs for FSA’S major workloads 
are down substantially from 1984 levels. 

According to SSA, the average time claimants wait in SSA field offices 
before being interviewed declined steadily from the January-March 
1986 quarter through the December 1986 quarter-from a reported 12.3 
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to 7.2 minutes. GAO, however, believes that wait times are understated 
because not all waiting time is measured and some field offices give spe- 
cial attention to reducing wait times when they are measured for study 
purposes. (See ch. 2) 

SSA Clients View Service as The preliminary results of a November 1986 GAO survey show that 
Good about 80 percent of SSA clients view SSA service overall as good to very 

good. These results are comparable to the results of an identical survey 
done by GAO in 1984. (See ch. 3) 

SSA Personnel Say Service About 88 percent of managers GAO surveyed in 1986 said that the per- 
Good but Reductions Are formance of their units had improved or was comparable to service 

Having Adverse Effect levels 3 years earlier. Similarly, 87 percent of employees said that ser- 
vice was the same or better than it was 3 years earlier. 

, 
For those who said their units lost staff (55 percent of employees and 66 
tiercent of managers), most said the staff reductions have caused prob- 
lems. Fifty-six percent of these employees said that staff reductions 
have had a negative effect on the ability of their units to produce 
quality work, citing in particular lower morale and increased stress. For 
the managers who lost staff, 71 percent said the reductions had a nega- 
tive effect on their operations, citing in general decreased quality of 
work and decreased productivity. Further, 64 percent of all managers 
said they were understaffed. (See ch. 3) 

16 Field Offices-Service 
Deterioration in One Aspect 
Noted 

For the 15 field offices, GAO examined data on processing time for four , 
types of benefit claims and data on pending workloads. GAO found signif- 
icant deterioration in service for the time to process Supplemental 
Security Income claims for the blind and disabled, which on average 
increased about 23 days-from 74 to 97 days. For all offices nationally, 
the increase in time for these claims was only 4 days. The principal 
reason for the larger increase in the 16 field offices is the relatively 
higher processing times of two state disability agencies (New York and 
New Jersey) which make medical determinations for 6 of the 16 offices. 
(See ch. 4) 

Nature and Extent of Past 
Reductions . 

Since fiscal year 1984, SSA reduced its total work-year use about 8 per- 
cent. Staff reductions were largest in the Office of Disability Operations 
(14 percent) and the Program Service Centers (13 percent). In ss~ field 
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. . offices, data review technicians were reduced the most-about 23 
percent. 

From fiscal year 1984 through fiscal year 1986, SSA field office staffing 
declined 3.3 percent. While 58 percent of m’s approximately 1,300 field 
offices had a net loss of staff for the period, 28 percent had a net staff 
gain, and 14 percent did not have any change. Most offices losing staff 
through fiscal year 1986 lost less than 10 percent of their staff. (See 
ch. 5) 

. 

BSA Increasing 1987 Staff 
Reductions 

Because of budgetary shortfalls totaling $284 million, SSA plans to signif- 
icantly reduce its fiscal year 198’7 work-year use by about 5,300 below 
the 78,580 suggested by the Congress. S% has stated, however, that it 
wil1 monitor service cIoseIy and increase work-year use ifnecessary. . 
(See ch. 5) 

$taff Reduction on Schedule SsA’s proEjosed fiscal year 1988 budget would reduce staffing by an addi- 
tional 2,454 full-time equivalent positions. Such reduction would bring 
the total for the first 4 years of the B-year staff reduction program to 
10,606, or 13.3 percentbelow 1984 levels, and put the reduction on 
schedule through the first 4 years. 

1 Recommendations GAO is making no recommendations. 

) Agency Commenbm Concerning waiting time in field offices, SSA acknowledged that reported 
times were understated, and said it plans to monitor the time not mea- , 
sured on an ad-hoc basis and will emphasize to field offices that 
reported data must be representative of normal practices, 
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answer, or a long wait on hold, the result can be frustration, dissatisfac- 
tion with SSA, and increased visits to local offices. What does happen 
when the public calls SSA by telephone? Are the SSA telephone facilities 
meeting busy signal and average wait time standards? Does ssx manage- 
ment collect information on the telephone service provided? 

This report, one of a series on SSA’S service to the public, discusses the 
‘results of a GAO nationwide test of SSA telephone access and provides 
information on the agency’s standards and telephone reporting 
activities. 

Background metropolitan areas or entire states. These centers, serving about half the 
nation’s population, answered over 22 million calls during fiscal year 
1985. In less populated states and smaller metropolitan and rural areas, 
other types of central answering units and local offices,provide tele- 
phone service. 

For the 34 teleservice centers, SSA has set telephone service standards. 
Service is considered unacceptable if busy signal rates exceed 15 percent 
or incoming calls are on hold an average of 2 minutes or longer. For 
other facilities, SSA has no such standards. 

To iest SSA’S accessibility by telephone, GAO made 4,044 random calls in 
May 1985 to all types of SSA telephone answering facilities and recorded 
the outcome of each call. Calls answered directly or within 2 minutes of 
being put on hold were placed in an “easy access” category; calls on hold , 
longer than 2 minutes, disconnected, terminated after 10 rings, or get- 
ting busy signals were assigned to a “difficult access” category. For all 
telephone answering facilities tested, GAO also measured compliance 
with SSA’S teleservice center standards. 

GAO'S review was not designed to determine the reasons for any differ- 
ences in performance among the facilities tested. 

iResults in Brief During the test period, SSA representatives answered about three of 
every four calls from the public directly or within 2 minutes of being put 
on hold, by GAO estimates. 
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But telephone-access to SSA varied considerably among telephone 
ariswering facilities, and a number of them were providing unacceptable 
service by SSA standards. Success in reaching SSA also fluctuated 
according to the hour, day, or week and the area called. 

SSA has been unaware of the level of its telephone service to the public, 
however, because its telephone answering facilities report misleading 
and limited data. Moreover, only teleservice centers must meet SSA ser- 
vice standards. Without standards and data for all its facilities to mea- 
sure compliance, SSA cannot adequately monitor its telephone 
accessibility. 

Principal Findings 

Three-Fourths of Calls 
Termed “Easy Access” 1;. 
Nationwide Test 

GAO’S test results showed that 54 percent of telephone callsto SSA were 
answered directly, 29 percent were put on hold before being answered, 
14 percent got busy signals, and about 3 percent went unanswered or got 
disconnected. Looked at another way, 73 percent of the test calls were 
classified as easy access and 27 percent as difficult access. 

F@re 1: Overall Access to SSA by 
Tblephone 

.,I.’ 

Easy Accewbhty (73%) 

DIIIICUII ACC~SSIOIII!~ (27”h) 

Calls Recelvtng Busy Signals 

3% 
Calls Disconnected or Terminated 

Calls On Hold Over 2 Minutes 

Calls On Hold Less Than 2 Minutes 

Calls Answered Directly 
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,' ATTACHMFiNT III 
Executive Summary 

ATTACHMENT III 

For the 34 teleservice centers, the percentage of calls answered directly 
varied from 2 to 95, and calls on hold less than 2 minutes varied from 2 
to 78 percent. Four centers had busy signal rates over the s.% 15-percent 
standard, and 10 centers exceeded SSA’S 2-minute average wait standard 
for calls on hold. Some of SSA'S other telephone answering facilities also 
failed to comply with teieservice center standards. For example, local 
offices as a group exceeded the 15-percent busy signal standard, and 
miniteleservice centers (small central answering units) as a group 
exceeded the average-wait standard for calls on hold. 

A person’s chance of reaching ss~ was better if the call was made after 
11:OO A.M., later in the week, or in the middle of the month, GAO'S test 
calls showed. These results agree with SSA historical data. In periods of 
peak volume, when the public’s calls to EL% are not randomly distributed 
as were GAO'S, access could be more difficult than the overall averages 
reflected in this report. 

The percentage of calls answered directly or within 2 minutes of being 
put on hold was highest in the Seattle Region and lowest in the Kew 
York Region, as table 1 shows. 

‘Tablo 1: Calls to SSA Answered Directly 
(or Sorvlcod Withln 2 Minutea, by Renlon Percent of 

Region calls placed 
Seattle 83.3 
Philadelphia 80.8 
Dallas 80.0 
Kansas City 78.0 
Denver 76.4 
Atlanta 75.8 
San Francisco 75.8 ’ 
Chicago 
Boston 

70.0 
57.5 

New York 49.5 

GAO did not attempt to determine the specific causes for noncompliance 
and variations in access to individual SSA telephone answering facfiities. 
Where telephone access is less than acceptable, SSA needs to determine 
the causes, for example, whether increases in staff, training, equipment, 
and/or telephone lines are needed to improve service to the public. 
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ATTACHMENT III ATTACHMENT III 

Executive snmmary * 

, SSA Monitoring of SSA collects only limited data on its 34 teleservice centers’ accessibility to 
Telephone Service Limited the public, and some of the data is misleading and inconsistent. Centers 

record and report the percentage of time or how many times all lines are 
busy rather than actual busy signals. Also, to compute average wait 
time, centers use all calls received rather than only calls placed on hold. 

SA has little information on its telephone performance and no service 
standards for its other central telephone answering units and local 
offices serving half of the nation’s population. 

. 

~ Recommendations 
A 

GAO recommends that SSA: 

l Establish telephone service standards for all facilities handling calls 
from the public. 

l Clarify the standard for average wait time to require that only calls on 
hold be used in computing the average. 

l Periodically measure the accessibility of SSA telephone answering facili- 
ties against established standards. 

. Take steps to bring into compliance those facilities not meeting estab- 
lished standards. 

~ Agency Comments !%A generally agreed with GAO’S recommendations, 
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ATTACHMENT IV ATTACHKENT IV 

’ GAO United States 
General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Information Management and 
Technology Division 
B220361 

December 22, I986 

The Honorable Lowell Weicker, Jr. 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Labor, 

Health and Human Services, and Education 
Committee on Appropriations 
United States Senate 

The Honorable William Proxmire 
Ranking Minority Member, Subcommittee on Labor, 

Health and Human Services, and Education 
Committee on Appropriations 
United States Senate 

The Honorable Lawton Chiles 
United States Senate 

This is our third and final report’ responding to your December 18,1985, 
request for information regarding the Social Security Administration’s 

. (!%A) Claims Modernization Project (CSIP). At one time, CMP represented a 
major ss~ effort to improve the software used to process claims for ben- 
efits and to change benefit records, software that SSA had reported to be 
problem-ridden. In fiscal year 1985, ~4 processed about 5.7 million 
claims for benefits and 68 million changes to benefit records involving 
$193 billion in beneficiary payments. Your request posed several ques- 
tions regarding the nature and progress of the project (see appendix). To 
answer these questions, we reviewed (1) the agency’s progress in 
achieving the project’s original objectives and schedules and (2) related 
project management issues. 

Although CMP has been SSA’S primary software improvement project for 
the past 4 years, its accomplishments to date have been limited. Specifi- 
cally, we found that the project’s scope has been scaled back from rede- 
signing software that processes (1) new claims for benefits and (2) post- 
entitlement actions (changes to the records of individuals already 
receiving benefits) to only redesigning the software for new claims. The 
post-entitlement area -which s.s~ has stated is presenting the greatest 
problems -is no longer being addressed under CMP. Even with these 
reduced objectives, CMP has fallen behind schedule. 

‘Previous reports: Social Security: Actions and Plans to Reduce Agency Staff, GAO/HRD86-76 BR, 
March 1986, and ADP Workstations: ?&4’s $64 Zlillion Acquisition For Fiscal Year 1987 Should Be 
Reconsidered, GAO/IMTEG86-34, September 1986. 
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. . We also found that major aspects of the reduced project need manage- 
ment attention in order for SSA to avoid creating systems that are vul- 
nerable to problems that it has experienced in the past. First, the agency 
continues to develop new software before completing standards for soft- 
ware documentation, testing, and validation. Second, a pilot test of the 
project has not tested all performance aspects of the hardware configur- 
ation and software components and has not provided conclusive infor- 
mation on how the reduced CMP will help SSA achieve its goal of 
improved service to the public. Finally, despite the reduced scope of CM, 
the delays being experienced, and the inadequate pilot testing, SSA is 
making a hardware procurement large enough to support the original 
CMF-an action we have questioned in the past2 and still question. 

2,4DP Acquisitions: SSA Should Limit ADP Procurements Until Furcher Testing Is Performed. GAO/ 
IhITEC-66-3 1, August 1986. 
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